Project Name:
Oversized Perfect Binding

Specifications:
Size: 4”x4” to 18”x18”
or any size in between
Paper: 60lb. text to 18pt. cover
or any weight in between
Gloss, satin, matte, offset finish
Finishing: Optional high-gloss or satin UV coating
Gloss/matte spot coating
Opaque white ink (for printing on clear or colored papers)
Binding: Perfect binding
Hinge scores
Side glue
Quantity: From one to thousands

Why We Do It Better:
• High-definition print quality — 5.5x the resolution of competing toner or dry-ink technologies
• Print books as collated sets, even with mixed stocks, eliminating human error in collation
• Highest quality 4-clamp perfect binder for the fastest throughput
• Multiple binders ensure fast turnaround and consistency
• Digital perfect binder with multiple hinge scores and side-gluing capability for the most professional look
• Perfect-bind extra large books up to 18”x18”x2.25”

Oblong books are our specialty

Fast turnaround on all projects

17th wide book, white ink on black Touché cover

Perfect Binding
Extra Large Books
Up To
18”x18”x2.25”

Up to 2.25”
Up to 18”

Spine of a perfect bound book

High-speed industrial perfect binder